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Introduction 

1. My name is David LAWRY I am submitter number #2514 to the Replacement District 

Plan process and am a member of a submitter Group that has given evidence in Chapter 

6 hearings and other hearings. 

2. This group is made up of a number of submitters including Bruce CAMPBELL #2489; 

Mike MARRA #2054; Vanessa PAYNE #2191; John SEGRUE #2567 and Gerrit VENEMA 

#2091. This group engaged as their Acoustics expert Professor John–Paul Barrington 

CLARKE who has given expert evidence on which this group relies. Professor CLARKE is 

internationally acclaimed with many peer reviewed publications directly related to 

aviation acoustical measures. I refer the panel to his résumé and all of his evidence. I 

specifically refer the panel to his evidence of 16 February 2016 given on behalf of our 

submitter group. Under the headings More Needs To Be Done To Contain Noise At 

Source: points 13-19. At 13 he states the overriding requirement is that the noise be 

controlled ‘at source’, under the heading A Ground Run Up Enclosure Is Required: 

points 20-21. At point 21 he states, GRE are an effective means of mitigating the noise. 

Any statement to the contrary is either ill-informed or disingenuous. Under the 

heading A Noise Monitoring System is Required: points 23-26. At point 24 he states I 

find it surprising that Christchurch does not have a permanent noise monitoring 

system. Under the heading No Appreciable Benefit To Regulating at 50 DNL: points 38-

39, under the heading Proposed Metric is not the Most appropriate points 40-44,  

under the heading Short-Duration Equivalent Noise Level is More Appropriate metric  

where at 45 he states: Ground run up noise would be better managed through a local 

noise ordinance as would be applied to any industrial noise.  I refer the panel to all of 

Professor CLARKES evidence including, rebuttal which I submit is complelling.  

Professor Clarke also provided to the panel the actual metric for measuring the engine 

testing noise that he believes represents the absolute maximum that noise receivers 

should be subjected to.  (Refer Acoustics Expert Conferencing Statement 11 April, 

Professor CLARKE point 5.2.)This metric is considerably less stringent than the metric 

preferred by Dr. Chiles and effectively ignored by CCC, in support of its company CIALs 

position. (refer Acoustics Expert Conferencing statement point 5.3)  I also refer the 

panel to the entire evidence of Professor CLARKE and confirm that I support and agree 

with the above submitters evidence, expert opinions and sought remedies. With regards 

to the engine testing noise issue, Gerret VENEMA has prepared on behalf of our 



submitter group, a unified effort to present in one package the combined and remaining 

differences and issues between the our submitter group and CCC, CIAL and Air New 

Zealand. I have read and fully support this document which is titled “Chptr 6 Noise-Panel 

Rqst Post Medtn Approach-Show Changes CCC (29 Jun 16 vs Submtr Grp)”.      

3. It is submitted that the historical context and alleged engrained culture, of conflicted 

and bias decision making of Christchurch City Council (CCC), favouring their company 

Christchurch International Airport Limited (CIAL) over several decades, is central to the 

panel’s deliberations on the proposals before it.  Refer Evidence LAWRY in-chief of 

example pages 1-582 and further evidence) It is submitted that this culture remains 

largely unchanged, as exhibited in just one example I will now articulate. What possible 

explanation does the Council have in its refusal to adopt its own expert, Dr. CHILES’S 

preferred LAeq noise metric, ( refer page 2 mediation notes 22 June 2016  Issue 3: 

Metrics), and their continued acceptance of and support for Mr. DAYs Ldn 7day 

averaging metric. A metric which has been shown to highly favour the polluter? Why is 

the Council continuing to support CIAL in the use of this metric when, its statutory 

obligation is to minimize noise pollution, protect its citizens from such pollution and to 

promote a truly vibrant city? Dr CHILES’s advice to them has been very clear, in his 

evidence at expert conferencing on 11 April, and no doubt in the many chilly meetings 

with CCC, CIAL and Air New Zealand. He clearly asserts that the LAeq metric is the most 

appropriate noise measurement to use, for this unreasonable industrial noise pollution? 

He again reinforced this at mediation on 22 June 2016 as recorded in the mediation of 

Mr. Sutherland notes as outlined above.     

4. In the very early stages of this process CCC failing to see the obvious conflict of interest 

in relying on Mr. DAYS acoustical opinions, as it has for in excess of a decade, and was 

effectively told by Judge Hansen to engage Independent acoustical advice. (Refer 

directions Judge HANSEN at the identification of expert witnesses to be called stage of 

the hearing Chapter 6). Having reluctantly done so, it is very obvious that they now 

refuse to accept that advice. Preferring to support Mr. DAY and CIAL. It is for the panel 

to consider why this is, but I submit the examples of dishonest and, conflicted decision 

making I have submitted provides evidential context to their motivations. 

5.  I submit that there can be no confidence that the required Section 32 objective 

assessment of viable alternative ways of addressing, the various issues that will be 

discussed in this closing submission has taken place, nor that decision making has been 

evidentially based. It is I submit more of a process where CIAL delivers and manages a 

wish list which CCC certainly in the initial stages of the process failed to even question. 

The absence of data to support the initial bird strike proposed new contours was simply 

abysmal. Yet initially it was unquestionably supported by CCC and became part of the 

agenda. At any level of scrutiny, this proposal should have been at the very least, 



required to provide more supporting information. This example, I believe, is evidence of 

the very high level of influence CIAL has in controlling Council planning outcomes.    

ON WING ENGINE TESTING  

1. I refer the panel to my evidence and rebuttal evidence and that of our 

submitter group and Professor CLARKE on this topic . I will try to reduce 

repeating all those previously made points and background but will mention 

some key points.  

2.  Mr. DAY agreed to the LAeq metric as being appropriate in the expert 

conferencing of 11 April for the residential zone. Both Dr. Chiles and Professor 

CLARKE believed the LAeq metric and noise limits should apply at houses in 

rural zones as well as residential zones. (Refer 4.2-4.6 Expert Conferencing 

Statement 11 April 2016). Unfortunately this is as close to the truth for the most 

appropriate metric the parties achieved. 

3. Following this expert conferencing and that signed as agreed document, 

Counsel for Air New Zealand Mr Gardner-Hopkins, having already conferred 

with all the parties, except us the submitters, sought urgent teleconferencing 

indicating that there was confusion as the  “experts appear to have interpreted 

the panels direction differently.” I submit that the only confusion was from 

CIAL, CCC and Air New Zealand on finding that Mr. DAY had agreed to the LAeq 

measurement. This certainly was not the expert evidence they had expected 

from him. It is my belief that from this point on there has been no intention to 

mediate an outcome at all, only to try and reintroduce the inappropriate Ldn 

7day average metric and move away from the agreed LAeq metric.  

4. As Professor CLARKE has indicated averaging run-ups noise over 7 days greatly 

underestimates the potential impact of the noise on the noise receivers. (refer 

experts conferencing statement 11 April and evidence CLARKE, also Dr Chiles 

evidence at 5.3 and 4 of his evidence also referred to in  Mrs PAYNES evidence 

of 17 March 2016 5 point 8.6) 

5. Let’s consider the proposed 7-day average Ldn metric in simple terms. A full-

power engine run-up could last for 5 minutes in duration. Engines are usually 

run-up one at a time, so for a 4 –engine aircraft the maximum duration of a full-

power run-up is 20 to 30 minutes. So, if there are 28 full-power run-ups per 

week, then you are in effect taking a very high level of noise level for 14 hours 

and averaging it over 7 days (168 hours). This is akin to saying the average 

temperature of the Sahara Desert is 30 °C  (which it is) and concluding that it 

would be quite an acceptable place to live while ignoring the 3 months where 

the temperature is close to 47 °C. 



6. The additional advantage for the polluter is that the receivers of this noise 

pollution are unable to identify the actual noise event they wish to complain 

about, as it is not reported as a separate noise event, but as an averaged weekly 

outcome. This difficulty is further compounded by reporting the averaged data 

annually, and as the evidence shows even this requirement has repeatedly been 

not met, with reporting as much as a year overdue. Mrs. Payne’s analogy to the 

policeman indicating that he was stopping you for speeding and that he would 

average your speed over a week then advise you in a years’ time if you had 

committed an offence gives real insight to the difficulty the noise receivers had 

under this scheme to make effective complaints. (Refer evidence submitter 

Payne point 8.5 17 March) Mr. Day is the author of this system, he holds all the 

data and is well aware the design not only advantages the polluter in disguising 

the actual impact of single noise events, but effectively negates complaints. 

Code of conduct requirements demand that these advantages to the polluter 

should have been identified upfront by the expert proposing them. They have 

not been. Instead this acknowledgement had to be brought into the sunlight by 

our submitter group’s expert evidence and cross examination.  Mr. Day 

continues to assert that operational noise of take offs and landing with their 

very short duration are the same in nature and form as engine testing, which 

may last in excess of an hour. This is simply dishonest and self-serving. He has 

even tried to backtrack from the signed agreement that the LAeq was the 

appropriate metric to measure engine testing for residential areas. No doubt 

under pressure from his clients. Again a code of conduct issue. It is this very lack 

of accountability of expert evidence that is and has led to the growing distrust 

in these and similar processes worldwide.    

7. Dr. Chiles and Professor Clarke’s evidence is that the LAeq is the appropriate 

measure for both residential and rural zoned receivers of this noise. (refer 

Acoustics Expert Conferencing statement 11/4/2016 point 4.6 Dr CHILES 5.5 and 

5.4)  

8. The adverse impact, of the failure over decades of CCC to seek out and engage 

an independent Acoustical expert to peer review Marshall Days Ltd opinions, 

cannot be over emphasized! This obvious conflict of interest led judgment 

error, has informed Councils opinion, that the engine testing noise was 

operational and not industrial. This in turn has led to the ignoring of this 

pollution and CCC’s refusal to investigate noise complaints contrary to its 

regulatory duty. Perversely CCC’s abdication of its duty has extended to 

allowing the pollution generator to become the sole arbitrator of complaints 

from ratepayers about its pollution. A conflict of interest error of monumental 



proportion, and one that is also actionable. It has also allowed acceptance of 

the 50dBA operational contour and its inclusion into the Mix of contours 

surrounding the Christchurch International Airport. 

9.  Effectively in the absence of peer review Mr. Day’s opinions have been allowed 

to rule policy development with one notable exception. In 2007 Professor 

CLARKE chaired a group of Experts as part of an Environment Appeal Court 

expert’s mediation session. The outcome of which was an agreement to 

reevaluate the Operational Airport contours every ten years. Mr. DAY was a 

signatory to this process which resulted in an approximate 24% reduction of the 

then contours, facilitating significant new residential building in Rolleston and 

the promise to re-evaluate the contours using a prescribed process every ten 

years, due in 2017. This reduction came about when the CIAL led assertions that 

the airports absolute capacity was 240,000 scheduled aircraft movements per 

year that had been used by Mr. Day to model the then existing contours, was 

found to be grossly over stated. The outcome was an agreement that reduced 

that absolute airport capacity to 175,000 scheduled aircraft movements, with a 

promise to reevaluate the entire process every ten years. I note that Mrs 

DIXON’S evidence at page 6 at 3.2 incorrectly indicates this movement was from 

140,000 to 175,000 as I have previously commented on in my rebuttal evidence. 

This reevaluation will very be interesting given that the best evidence as to the 

current scheduled air movements was provided to me by Mr. BOSWELL and in 

turn by me to the Panel is that at 2014 there were 50,633 scheduled aircraft 

movements. Mr. Boswell confirmed under cross-examination that he had not 

misled me in the provision of these figures. While Mr. Day has suggested 70,000 

I think the panel will have little difficulty in accepting Mr. Boswell’s evidence 

and the matrix he provided and I presented as the best evidence with respect to 

actual air movement numbers. The obvious implication is that the current 

contours are providing protection, and land planning control power to CIAL, at a 

future capacity level that on any objective evaluation will never be achieved. 

Yet CIAL seek even further rules to expand this control. I intend to return to the 

reevaluation topic later in closing however there is a fundamental point that 

land owners should not be facing further activity use rules especially when the 

contours themselves are so obviously overstated. (Note the entire Experts 

Agreement Report document containing all the above facts has been produced 

in my evidence of 18 March 2016 pages 56-122)   

10. Returning then to engine testing pollution, and from the perspective as a victim, 

of this pollution, the remedy sought is a very clear measure of the maximum 

noise level that receivers can be exposed to.  I submit that despite Mr. DAYS 



move away from the agreement of 11 April 2016, that the Professor Clarke 

provided metric outlined at 5.2 of that agreement represents a fair compromise 

of the needs of all. There is an absolute need for the metric that the Panel 

eventually directs to be in the LAeq form. It is transparent and enables the 

receivers of the noise to identify specific noise events should complaint action 

be required. 

11. The reality is that we have no confidence or trust in CIAL and Mr. DAY to 

honestly model the engine testing noise impacts that we will experience. To 

that end on the ground monitoring as supported by Professor Clarke is 

submitted as essential not only for a full year to ensure that modeling 

accurately predicts reality across the seasons and in the various weather 

patterns on the ground. But also at reasonable periods on going to ensure 

accuracy. 

12. There is simply no need for engine testing contours of any description. I will 

outline a very significant reason for them to be rejected. The actual solution is 

to set a maximum noise limit for both residential and rural receivers as CLARKE 

has advised, at a set position. To put in place at source mitigation such that the 

set limit is achieved at the set point. The panels actual experience observing 

CIAL behaviours towards Canterbury University has shown how CIAL utilize 

contours as land planning control methods. They are aggressive in their 

approach to this process, effectively holding back permission for activities that 

they themselves carry out and therefore gain significant and inappropriate 

competitive advantage from. This power has nothing to do with reducing noise 

harm, and all to do with furthering their commercial property development 

activities. If the OIC has any meaning at all, then the increased complexity 

arising from new contour rules should be rejected. What the panel may not 

have realized is that the existing 50dBA contour was put in place as a means to 

try and ensure amenity values were protected reflecting general expectations of 

lower Ldn levels in residential AND rural areas (Refer Robinsons Bar Trust and 

other v Christchurch City Council C60/2004 at [64]. Further the avoiding noise 

sensitive activities within the 50dBA Ldn noise contour policy 6.3.5 has a specific 

exclusion. That is it applies unless the activity is within an existing residentially 

zoned urban area or residential Greenfield priority area. This being the case all 

the residential properties currently under the proposed engine testing contours 

and in the 50 dBA contour are all exempt from CIAL involvement into what 

noise sensitive outdoor activities they desire to carry out. However if the engine 

testing contours are implemented as proposed this exemption would be 

extinguished.  CIAL could and would then enter into their land planning control 



approval regime which I submit is the real agenda behind the proposal. The 

hypocrisy is that CIAL promote to Air New Zealand the ability to generate 

engine testing noise pollution over residential properties and commercially gain 

from this activity. The very existence of a 50 dBA contour is aimed at actually 

trying to maintain very low levels of noise to ensure amenity values of these 

urban and rural residents. Yet it is CIAL and Air New Zealand that are destroying 

that amenity value. The proposed engine testing noise contours propose a new 

capability for CIAL to effect those persons activity choices all while the polluter 

refuses to actually mitigate their noise at source in any meaningful way let 

alone by the Best Practicable Option (BOP). The engine testing contours should 

be totally rejected on this ground alone. 

13. I suspect that the Panel will have little difficulty in determining that the engine 

testing noise especially at night is industrial in nature and unreasonable. 

Certainly both Professor CLARKE and Dr. CHILES evidence supports this position. 

Both see engine testing as industrial in nature without any doubt.(refer Acoustic 

expert statement and evidence  of both Professor CLARKE and Dr CHILES) That 

being the case the duty to mitigate the unreasonable noise by the best 

practicable option arises. Again Mr. Day has given evidence aimed at trying to 

convince the Panel that Ground Run up Enclosures (GRE) are not effective and 

efficient, thereby writing off an entire professional group. ( Refer Day rebuttal 

evidence 25 Feb 2016 0-16 )Even the designed to fail models Mr. Day 

articulated had a very significant impact on reducing the noise effects.(refer 

reduced noise contours)  Professor CLARKE is clear, given today’s technology 

these GRE providing companies, can and do design to meet the noise 

requirements of the client and achieve the noise levels ensuring compliance. 

Often the contract is based on no payment, unless stipulated noise reduction 

levels are achieved. Our submitter group has no confidence that Mr. DAYs crude 

three low sided GRE represents a reasonable design attempt. However even 

this crude attempt did result in very significant noise reduction, such that the 

proposed engine testing contours largely shrank back into the Operational 

contours. Imagine the impact of a purpose built four sided GRE designed to 

succeed. As Clarke’s evidence indicated the reality is that only noise that 

escapes at source can propagate as noise pollution. Only at source mitigation 

captures the noise and actually curtails propagation. This is why at source 

mitigation is seen worldwide as the best practice mitigation option. As 

Professor CLARKE stated in his evidence any serious mitigation proposal should 

include a GRE option. (Refer CLARKE evidence 16 Dec Paragraph 19) 



14. Our submitter Group totally rejects engine testing contours as completely 

lacking in any practical application in actually mitigating the noise being 

produced, let alone it being the best practicable option. This Panel indicates 

that it is evidence driven, it is submitted that here is a key decision point that 

focuses on credibility of the entire process and if confidence can be taken from 

the words being put into action. One does not have to be an acoustics expert to 

know that noise containment at source, is what is required. There is simply no 

at source mitigation being proposed by CIAL CCC nor Air New Zealand. Moving 

the noise around the airport does not mitigate it, it just changes the victims of 

the pollution. Seeking exemptions for the loudest and longest source of the 

pollution, the C130’s is simply dishonest. Allowing the alleged BPO mitigation to 

be further vistimising the receivers of noise by CIALs aggressive and intended 

removal of their land activity use rights is simply that, further vistimising those 

being polluted. How the contour regime can ever by seen by any evidence 

based Panel as discharging the Duty to actually mitigate the noise pollution and 

as fulfilling the BPO requirement is in fact the credibility test of that Panel.  

BPO: best practicable option, in relation to a discharge of a contaminant or an emission of 

noise, means the best method for preventing or minimising the adverse effects on the 

environment having regard, among other things, to— 

(a) the nature of the discharge or emission and the sensitivity of the receiving environment to 

adverse effects; and 

(b) the financial implications, and the effects on the environment, of that option when 

compared with other options; and 

(c) the current state of technical knowledge and the likelihood that the option can be 

successfully applied 

 

15. The above definition of best practicable option has been copied directly from 

the RMA online Act. It talks to the best method for preventing or minimizing the 

adverse effects (not managing them) on the environment. 

16. The nature of the emission is unreasonable industrial noise generated for 

commercial gain by Air New Zealand and other engine testing company’s acting 

as tenants to CIAL. 

17. The sensitivity of the receiving environment is thousands of residential and rural 

persons being victimised on numerous occasions every week such that sleep 

loss (a recognised form of torture) results. 



18. The financial implications are all that CCC, CIAL and Air New Zealand, actually 

care about. They have absolutely no concern, as exhibited for in excess of a 

decade, about the noise pollution receivers. Complaints were simply not even 

recorded and where directed by CCC the statutory authority tasked with the 

duty to minimize noise, to their noise polluting Company CIAL. Who for large 

periods of time did not even record them, let alone take any action what so 

ever. Their behaviours showed a complete, callous and corrupt abuse of power 

that exhibited contempt for those receivers of their pollution.  Air New Zealand 

who present themselves as a model company, are the most consistent pollution 

generators, and it seems are willing to have their reputation put at risk over this 

issue. There are, given the scale of the profits derived from CIAL and Air New 

Zealand businesses, minor adverse financial costs to building a GRE. CCC has 

failed to use hedonic modeling to quantify the costs to its ratepayers in its 

decision making yet another Section 32 failure. Mr. Copeland the CIAL 

economist witness thought that it was too difficult, and open to criticism for 

him to carry out an analysis of the costs to the noise receivers. As identified in 

my cross examination he seemed unaware of this modeling methodology. He 

was happy to articulate costs to CIAL should they not gain the relief they 

sought, but totally failed in any cost analysis relating to the noise receiver’s. 

There is a total lack of any economic quantitative analysis at all in his evidence. 

Mr. Copeland dismisses, by his assessment that such an analysis is too difficult 

and open to criticism, the entire field of Hedonic modeling, designed for the 

very purpose of quantifying costs to adjacent land owners of aviation activities. 

Modeling internationally accepted and with very specific ranges of error 

determined by the regression analysis methodology. 

Rather in his evidence he makes qualitative comments that are unsupported. For 

example at point 85 of his evidence he states “The relief sought by CIAL enables 

people and communities to provide for their economic and social wellbeing and 

their health and safety. It is also consistent with the efficient use and 

development of resources.” How allowing the city’s worst noise pollution to go 

unmitigated at source achieves this is simply not credible.  At point 78 he states 

“Mr. Day in his evidence will address whether or not engine testing at CIA causes 

significant adverse noise effects on the community. However as an economist I 

question whether good practice gives priority to noise mitigation options at 

source. Where the costs to the community of mitigating noise at source are large 

relative to the cost of the relief sought by CIAL, measures such as those 

contained within the relief sought may be much more cost effective”. Clearly 

doing nothing to actually mitigate, the noise pollution at source, which 



essentially is the relief being sought by CAIL, is cheaper than building a GRE. Mr. 

Copeland has carried out no quantitative assessment of cost verses benefits at 

all. His evidence I submit has little value.    

The proposed best practicable option offered by the polluting parties, is to 

generate engine testing contours and use them to remove from the noise 

receiving victims their land use activity rights. To move the more problematic, 

noise around so that other persons in the rural area can also be victimised, and 

to seek exemptions for the loudest and longest form of engine testing the c130s.  

Mr. DAY attempts to convince the Panel that current state of technical 

knowledge is so poor that the likelihood of a GRE option being successful is very 

low. Like his assertions that a 50DbA contour is justifiable, where no jurisdiction 

in the world finds justification and in complete contradiction to acoustic experts 

with far greater skill sets than him. He asserts that the entire GRE designing and 

building industry is so flawed as to not have the technical knowledge to 

successfully apply a solution. Yet that is exactly what they are doing worldwide. 

The effort to discredit the CIAL self-written Engine testing By-Law has been 

immense. (refer initial evidence of Mr LAWRY to Chapter 6 dated 17/2/2015 

relating to his PC84 submissions and the PC84 findings report contained in this 

evidence at pages 483-522 specifically page 496 point 46 of PC84 findings report, 

where the independent Commissioner found that the byelaw alone was 

inappropriate for controlling the adverse noise effects of engine testing). CCC 

may think they are resolving their bias issues but have a long way to go. The 

world is currently facing huge failure of trust in the very pillars of society that are 

critical to peace. The Panel has an opportunity to be part of some sense that 

justice can still be an outcome against big business malpractice. The RMA Section 

16 Duty uses the word SHALL mitigate by the best practicable option. The 

evidence is very clear from Professor CLARKE that today’s technology can 

practicably apply a successful solution. Chiles supports this. The engine contour 

regime while cheap for the polluters, has absolutely zero impact on reducing the 

actual noise impacting on the receiving environment. No actual noise is 

contained or reduced and therefore when compared with the GRE option cannot 

be seen as the best practicable option in discharging the Duty they have to 

mitigate their noise pollution.  

Do the right thing: require the legal Duty to be complied with, require at source 

mediation by applying the LAeq metric that will drive that action. 



AIRPORT NOISE CONTOURS 

1. There is a reason that no other jurisdiction in the world has felt justification to 

approve a 50dBA contour. That is because there is no acoustical justification at all to 

support it. Objective consideration of acoustical research strongly rejects any policy 

application for a 50dBA contour. It is neither effective nor efficient in terms of the 

RMA and is regulation for regulations sake a breach of the OIC. I refer the Panel to 

the Evidence of Professor CLARKE evidence point 38 and Appendix 12 specifically the 

Review of the Bel report at page 261 of my evidence. Frankly given the undertaking 

that decisions will be evidence based and that none of the opposing parties have 

given any evidence to rebut this reviews findings, it should be compelling. 

2. Dr Fidell concludes. “The information and analyses presented in the BEL Report 

2002-004 accurately reflect current understandings of the effects of aircraft noise 

exposure on individuals and communities. They also support the author’s 

conclusions about the sufficiency of a DNL value of 55 dB as a conservative criterion 

for land use planning. The worldwide scientific literature on aircraft noise effects on 

residential populations provides little basis for favouring a yet more stringent 

criterion. Thus a preference for a more stringent land use compatibility criterion 

represents a value judgment based on political, economic, personal or other non-

acoustic reasoning. (Refer page 269 of my evidence and point 1.2 of the Bel review 

paper by Dr Fidell) 

3. There is no acoustical factual platform on which to base policy rules at the 50dBA 

level. As Professor Clarke has explained at this low level of noise measure, using a 

conservative measure of residential density and actually removing road noise 

effects, the background noise in the residential areas around the airport already 

exceeds 50dBA. This therefore makes policy rules at this level an absurdity.  

4. CIAL have presented to the panel acoustical expert evidence from Mr. DAY 

supporting the 50dBA noise contour and even more perversely a new noise sensitive 

activity avoidance rule that it proposed late in the process presumably on becoming 

aware from Mrs. DIXON that no such rule existed under this contour. CIAL also seeks 

engine testing contours including a 50dBA contour also with an activity avoidance 

rule relying totally on Mr. DAYs Opinions. No evidence has been submitted at all 

rebutting the BEL report review findings and it is for the panel to decide on 

credibility. I submit our submitter group evidence is compelling. 

5. It has already been submitted that this late proposal to include a new noise sensitive 

activity avoidance rule under the 50dBA operational contour is out of scope. It is not 

a change of minor effect, has not been communicated to the many persons living 

under that contour across the Canterbury District. Has not been subjected to an 

objective section 32 evaluation where other options are available and have been 



articulate in my evidence (contracting out of complaint action I refer the panel to 

point 1.19 of my evidence page 4), and is contrary to the OIC to reduce rules and 

complexity.  

6.  I note that with respect to the reevaluation agreement that Mrs. Dixon put forward 

reasoning that it should not be included in the RDP as it was “essentially a regional 

matter”. While I disagree with that stance, as I will articulate later, the proposal to 

add the new activity exclusion rule into the District Plan must therefore also be 

“essentially regional” taking her argument as it would impact on all persons living 

under the 50dBA operational contour. Seems CCC desire this input into the plan but 

not the promise to reevaluate the very same contours. (refer Mrs. Dixon evidence 

points 5.26-30 pages 22-23) 

7. I also refer the panel to points 1.17 and 1.18 at page 4 of my evidence. The CIAL 

counsel assertion that objective 3.3.12 avoidance of noise sensitive activities in the 

vicinity of the CIA is a done deal is simply misleading. It is submitted that if you find 

for the evidence of Professor CLARKE and the BEL review findings then the panel can 

and should revisit the position in terms of the OIC in accordance with the note 

against the objective relating to the interpretation of Policy 6.3.5(4) CRPS as fully 

articulated in my evidence at 1.18. 

8.  A noise sensitive activity exclusion rule under the already unique low 50dBA 

operational and proposed engine testing contour simply has no acoustical policy 

foundation and is a legal absurdity.   

  

9. Professor CLARKE is firm that he does not support a 50 DNL “District Plan Noise 

Limit” and for limitations on the activities that are conducted within the associated 

boundary. (refer evidence CLARKE 16 Dec 2015 and also Experts Conferencing 

statement 11 April 2016) 

10. DR. FIDDELLS peer review of the BEL Report, concluded that the author and 

contributors to the report are highly experienced and well qualified, and that their 

characterization of noise information germane to assessment of aircraft noise 

impacts at the low noise exposure levels of current interest is an accurate and 

reliable one. The basic conclusion of the BEL Report 2003-004 - that a noise 

exposure of Ldn = 50dB is not meaningfully more protective than a noise exposure 

criterion of Ldn = 55dB- is reasonable and amply supported by the worldwide 

technical literature on aircraft noise effects. There is little credible acoustic basis 

for believing that a population exposed to aircraft noise at a level of Ldn = 50dB is 

at a lower risk of noise-induced hearing impairment, will register fewer aircraft 

noise complaints, and suffer significantly less annoyance or sleep interference that 

at a level of Ldn = 55dB 



11.  The above peer reviewed conclusions conclusively prove Mr. DAYs view of the need 

for noise sensitive activity avoidance rules under the 50dBA contour are not 

credible.    

12. Councils continued support for CIALs proposed new noise sensitive activity 

avoidance rule, under the extreme 50dBA contour, despite the expert research and 

opinion that such a rule would have no impact on reducing noise complaints, is very 

telling. The intent of the policy is to reduce curfew risk. The policy process is to avoid 

noise sensitive activities that would generate complaints that could led to curfew. 

The process has been conclusively shown to be fatally flawed. Therefore on any level 

of objective thinking the policy intent cannot be achieved.   

13. Mr. DAY admitted under my cross examination that none of his opinions had ever 

faced peer review, and that he had never published any peer reviewed research 

relating to aviation matters. He has an undergraduate degree in Engineering 

(Mechanical) and zero aviation acoustical qualifications. His factually wrong 

opinions, left untested by independent peer review by Council, have driven extreme, 

biased land control policy outcomes that are actually working against earthquake 

recovery. 

14. What Mr. DAY may not appreciate is that effectively Professor CLARKE’S input in his 

role as chair to the Experts Panel decisions did peer review his assertions about the 

then existing contours that he had developed. When that original data was 

objectively assessed by Professor CLARKE in 2007 it was found to be so exaggerated 

that when adjusted the contours shrank by 24%. That change then enabled the 

building of a large number of new residential houses at Rolleston, development that 

had previously been unnecessarily, totally restricted under the 50dBA, solely due to 

MR. Day’s incorrect modeling and CIALs grossly exaggerated airport capacity 

assumptions. 

15. An important earthquake recovery opportunity exists today, as a re-evaluation of 

the existing contours will again significantly reduce the contours. Thereby offering 

new safe land for development. Land that is close to existing infrastructure and that 

can be quickly developed. 

16. Mr. DAY’s simply wrong opinions have informed CCC approval of land planning 

controls and rule outcomes that have provided a very significant competitive 

advantage to CAIL’s predominate property development role. While at the same 

time disadvantaging adjacent land owners land use opportunities and subjecting 

them to the worst unreasonable industrial noise pollution in the entire City.   

17. At the very core of these behaviours is CIALs dogmatic assertion that its economic 

importance totally outweighs any others, which has driven bullying and unethical 

behaviours and is best exhibited in its submission to Stage 2 of the RDP signed by Jo 



Appleyard solicitor from CIAL authorized agents Chapman Tripp dated 15 June 2015 

at page 8 point 4. 

18. “The Airport has a competitive point of difference over other airports in New 

Zealand, Australia and many other parts of the World as it operates uncurfewed and 

unrestricted as to the types of aircraft using it. The ability of the Airport to operate 

24 hours a day, 365 days of the year without restrictions is integral to the future 

economic and social well-being of people in the three local authority districts in the 

region the South Island and Nationally.” 

19. The competitive point of difference and advantage exists solely because CCC has 

provided that advantage to CIAL, and has failed to peer review Mr. DAYS acoustical 

opinions. Now that it has been forced to do so it continues to prefer Mr. DAY’s 

evidence from its own expert Dr. Chiles. I invite the panel to consider why this is.  

20. I also request that the Panel ensures the definition of “Strategic infrastructure” is 

determined by the panel, making that decision. That it is made in a timely manner so as 

to enable your decision making with respect to engine testing noise. I have articulated 

the many points relating to this issue via submissions in my evidence to that Panel. 

Briefly it is my belief that it is only the core aviation takeoff, landing and associated 

gateway roles that are strategic. Not the property development or even engine testing 

commercial roles that adds to CIALs balance sheet. The suggestion is that the status of 

“strategic infrastructure” can somehow negate the RMA Duty to mitigate engine testing 

noise by the best practicable option, if the cost of that option could damage the body 

holding that status. Effectively adding another qualification to the RMA Duty. The 

absence of a clear definition as to what component of the business is deemed to be 

strategic is therefore critical to this decision. CIAL have already quoted, the also 

undefined “airport purposes” status as a reason why they should be allowed to have 

signage of a size and form not permitted to anyone else. In the absence of a clearly 

defined list of what is deemed strategic such behaviours from CIAL I submit will reign.     

REEVALUATION OF EXISTING CONTOURS 

1. I have already touched on this topic in this closing submission and refer the panel to my 

evidence at page 38 to 42 and rebuttal evidence on this topic. Again I will not repeat all 

that evidence but make the following points. 

2. CIAL called Mr. BOSWELL who was unable to inform the panel of the reasoning for him 

engaging consultants on a range of matters. It would have been very interesting to have 

established what the scoping brief to these experts was however. He has present 

evidence that was prepared by external consultants relating to curfew scenario costs in 

an in appropriate context which I submitted on and which I believe was reckless at best. 

These are matters of credibility which are for the panel to determine. 



3. Under my cross-examination Mr. Boswell confirmed that CIAL led evidence, back in 

September 1998, to Council Decision Number 2, stating that in the year ending 1996 

there were 83,815 scheduled aircraft movements was correct. (Refer Council decision 

Number 2 before Independent Hearings Commissioner COLLINS. ( appendix 14 of my 

exhibits to this hearing) At page 4 of his report point 2.2, CIAL led evidence was that in 

the year ending June 1996 there were 83,815 scheduled aircraft movements.) 

4.  In response to my request Mr. Boswell provided me with the scheduled aircraft 

movements at CIA which I have produced. That document indicated that the scheduled 

movements in 2015 were (50,476), which under cross-examination Mr. Boswell, while 

shy to confirm, indicated that he has not misled me on. If the panel determines that 

these are the correct figures then there has been a reduction over the last nearly 20 

years of 33,339 scheduled air movements?  (NOTE provided scheduled air movement 

figure for 2014 (50,633), 2010 (54,668). Again CIAL projections of growth are simply 

exaggerated. The 175,000 airport capacity assumption is one of two major data inputs 

into the current contour modeling. The second is the noise profiles of the fleet in use. 

The new Dreamliner is some 15dBA quieter again from the majority of the currently 

used fleet and all are substantially quieter than the noise profiles of the fleet used in the 

2007 modeling. There is therefore no doubt that a re-evaluation using the new noise 

profiles alone would very significantly shrink the current contours.    

5. The reality is that the investigation into the contours is not for this panel. I believe I have 

established that the existing contours are significantly exaggerated and in need of re-

evaluation. A direction that such an investigation, as promised in the Experts 

Agreement, is to take place in 2017 is however in the power of this Panel to make and 

to include into the Replacement District Plan.   

6. Natural justice principals strongly call for persons that are having their land ownership 

activity rights suppressed by these contours, to ensure the contours are based on facts. 

This was the promise to those land owners back in 2007. The outcome of the 2007 re-

evaluation gave many land owners relief from the draconian land use exclusions that 

then existed and that were based on grossly exaggerated CIAL data. There is the real 

prospect of similar relief when the reevaluation is carried out  

7. It is very obvious that both CIAL and CCC simply do not desire to carry out this 

reevaluation, despite comments that they may or could in 2017 or 2018 and that it’s 

“essentially” a Regional mater. It is my belief that the agreement document itself was 

not intended to re-see the light of day. It took a huge effort to determine the very 

existence of this agreement and to eventually obtain a copy. I have outlined possibly 

excessively, the conflicted and bias context of decision making of CCC towards CIAL. This 

level of dysfunction has been supported in CCC’s own external Review of the 

development of the Christchurch Replacement District Plan document. A document that 



I have produced (refer Appendix 5 of my evidence). Again it has not been rebutted. I 

respectfully request that in the absence of this panel’s inclusion of the requirement to 

carry out this re-revelation into the RDP that it will not take place in a timely manner, if 

at all. I therefore request as strongly as remains dignified, that it is included into the 

plan as a matter that will be undertaken in 2017 in accordance with the promise to 

effected land owners via the Environment Appeal Courts Expert agreement. If, as they 

assert, CCC and CIAL now have the intent to actually carry out this re-evaluation there 

should be no disagreement. CCC who has a right of reply after my closing submission 

has been filed, may have other views, time will tell and their response will be telling. 

8. The remedy sought is as outlined on page 42 of my evidence accepting that 2016 is 

quickly coming to an end. 

Minimise verses Manage Noise 

1. I refer the panel to my submissions on this matter 

2. This change occurred late into the hearings process with CIAL input and groups 

associated with the liquor industry, it was not notified allowing for the thousands of 

persons affected to engage in the process, is certainly is not a matter of minor effect as 

is being alleged by CCC and rebutted in my submission, has had no section 32 evaluation 

as to its impact and is self-serving.  

3. As has been submitted it is out of scope. This is a matter for the panel to decide. 

4. The RMA Section 2 definition of the best practicable option to mitigate the adverse 

effects on the environment of an emission of noise talks of preventing or minimising. 

This should be highly directive to the Council on this topic given it is tasked to adhere to 

the RMA.   

5. It is just this type of very wide reaching change, disguised as minor effect that is central 

to the break- down of trust in the very institutions that are tasked to protect its 

ratepayers. 

6. The remedy sought is to retain the minimize wording which directs a real outcome and 

intention as oppose to manage which can mean basically anything. 

 

Bird strike Contours 

1. I refer the panel to my evidence at pages 21 to 24 of my evidence  

2. The expert’s conferencing was very critical of the lack of accurate data, in fact of any 

reasonable quantitative or qualitative data at all that supported the proposed 

contours. They included a comment in that conferencing statement that this 



amounted to a lack of transparency on the part of CIAL, as I point out at 6.2 of my 

evidence. 

3.  There is simply no evidence that the proposed contours achieve any actual bird 

strike risk reduction the desired outcome of the proposal. There is certainty that the 

proposal will add huge complexity and compliance burdens on adjacent land owns. 

4. This lack of data became even more fatal with the evidence of Ornithological expert 

Mr. SHAW who made assertions as to the risk Peacock Springs generated to CIA. He 

had never visited the site he was critical of and had incorrectly determined its 

boundary’s. While strongly supporting CIAL’s proposed contours there was simply no 

evidential linkage as to how the proposed contours would actually reduce the 

number of high risk birds flying over CIA. Yet virtually the entire city was to report to 

CIAL with bird risk plans for them to approve. 

5. CIAL have actually allowed and supported Clearwater, albeit under what was no 

doubt robust discussion, to build huge waterways directly under their flight path. All 

attract birds. They have also built at the airport an entire new mall of food outlets. I 

am not an expert in birds but I do know that chips attract Black billed gulls. Those 

resource consent proposals did not include bird strike risk assessments as a result of 

the food outlet activities. Once again at source mitigation is absent and it’s a case of 

fine for CIAL but land controls for all others. 

6. The sought remedy remains as outlined on page 24 of my evidence. The contours 

should be rejected. CIAL needs to actually understand its problem before the rest of 

Christchurch starts submitting bird strike plans. It needs to mitigate at source and 

then if the problem remains look possibly in the next District plan for additional 

mitigation options. There needs to be tangible evidence that there exists a 

causational linkage to the proposed bird strike contour regime and actually reducing 

high risk birds from flying over the runways thereby actually reducing the risk. There 

is simply no such evidence providing this linkage before the panel. Avian radar may 

be a start to their understanding of their problem. 

7. Finally, and I submit what is compelling evidence of the collusion between CCC and 

CIAL, is exhibited by the fact that there exists absolutely no noise standards in the 

SPAZ whatsoever. CCC and CIAL have created the most draconian noise contours  in 

the world, and seek to generate even more draconian activity exclusion rules under 

that absurd 50dBA contour, to the detriment of their neighbours. Truly neighbours 

from hell. Yet CCC have allowed CIAL to carry out any activity they want in the SPAZ 

with zero noise constraints. Activities that were very clearly required to only allow 

for significant aviation linked activities but that now include the sale of farm 

machinery and other activities with simply no aviation linkage at all. All while 

refusing to define what airport purposes actually means.  



8. I refer the Panel to Mr. Bonis’s evidence at page 26 points 107-111. He confirms that 

there are no noise standards in Section 6.1.4 relating to the SPAZ, they are silent on 

that issue he says continuing on that this may be an oversight on the Councils part. 

He then offers up the most lenient noise level for industrial zones to Council as a 

remedy.  

9. An oversight indeed! In the absence of any rules at all, CIAL attract tenants to the 

SPAZ to carry out activities that are totally excluded for miles out of that zone on 

noise grounds. The fact that the noise is generated at the highest levels and most 

persistently inside the SPAZ is ignored by CCC.  

10. The new backpackers that CIAL are allowing to be built, shows in its advertising  

people sitting at an outside table enjoying, possibly the C130 engine testing 

industrial noise pollution. The preschool leasing money rolls in, yet everyone outside 

the SPAZ must be protected from the very noise CIALs, tenants generate, to the 

extent they cannot carry out the same activities. 

11. Gerrit has given evidence of the compliant Air New Zealand engine maintenance 

personal having to wear noise protection while carrying out their maintenance in the 

Number one hanger adjacent to the engine testing site. This is not a safe workplace. 

Rules as to the noise they can be subjected to should be put in place by CCC. 

12. Again if these rules aimed at safeguarding the workers in the SPAZ, necessitated the 

at source mitigation of noise by the provision of a GRE, then so be it.  

13.  The absence of any such rules and the entire context of the rules impacting on 

everyone else except CIAL, is simply corruption at work. 

14. It will be interesting to see if in their closing CCC actually move to include rules for 

the SPAZ or if they claim this out of scope or some other reason for not holding their 

company accountable 

15. This Panel has the opportunity to be bold and be part of the solution not the 

problem. 

I thank the panel for the opportunity to have input into the Replacement District Plan. 

 

D LAWRY 

 

 

 


